Do alcohol pricing and availability policies have differential effects on sub-populations? A commentary
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Abstract

Aims: Numerous policies have been shown to reduce the harm from alcohol; however, not all sub-populations respond similarly to policy interventions. This paper explores the specific effects of alcohol pricing policies and controls regarding physical availability on different types of harms from alcohol as well as on different sectors of the population, including impacts by gender, age, and drinking patterns.

Design, Setting, Participants, and Measures: We focus on two dimensions. The first is alcohol pricing and taxation; the second is alcohol availability, comprising type of alcohol control system, outlet density, and hours/days of sale. We focused on peer-reviewed research and reviews published from 2005–2015, using several databases: PsycINFO, MEDLINE/PubMed, and Cochrane.

Findings: Precautionary alcohol prices have substantial harm reduction potential, particularly among youth and high-risk drinkers. Restrictions on outlet densities and hours/days of sale impact the drinking patterns of underage youth, reduce high-risk drinking, and reduce alcohol-related harm. A reduction in prices or an increase in alcohol availability are associated with increase in high-risk drinking or alcohol-related harm.

Conclusions: Future work should examine these policy measures in light of socioeconomic status and cultural factors, as well as impacts of policy interventions on evidence of harm to others from alcohol.

Introduction and Background

Alcohol is a major contributor to disease and disability, ranking fifth internationally, and higher in some countries (Lim et al., 2012). A range of alcohol policies and interventions have been assessed with regard to their impact in reducing consumption, high-risk drinking, or harm from alcohol (Anderson, Chisholm, & Fuhr, 2009; Babor et al., 2003, 2010; Brand et al., 2007; Canadian Public Health Association, 2011; Crombie, Irvine, Elliott, & Wallace, 2007; Giesbrecht, Stockwell, Kendall, Strang, & Thomas, 2011; Giesbrecht et al., 2013; Karlsson & Österberg, 2001; Nelson et al., 2013; Stockwell, Gruenewald, Toubourow, & Loxley, 2005). The World Health Organization (WHO, 2010) proposed ten recommendations to reduce alcohol-related harm as part of their Global Alcohol Strategy; these included alcohol pricing/taxation and strategies to reduce the availability of alcohol.

In this paper we address the following research question: Is there a differential impact of two general measures—alcohol pricing/taxation and availability of alcohol—on different sectors of the population? Our availability focus is on four dimensions: density of alcohol outlets, days of sale, hours of alcohol sale, and type of alcohol retailing system. We focus primarily on publications from 2005 to 2015.

This research question is relevant to the interplay between population-level policies and interventions and more targeted interventions (Babor et al., 2010; WHO, 2010). It also has a bearing on the political question of whether the state should be controlling alcohol sales if such controls...
only impact the low-risk drinker and do not curtail heavy drinking or harm from alcohol.

Going back forty years, the differential impact of these policies was not a central focus by Bruun et al. (1975). In Chapter Six they discuss “alcohol control policies,” including a discussion of both economic and physical controls on availability. They note that changes in the availability of alcohol have been shown to impact the drinking of dependent individuals; beyond that there is little mention of differential impacts of the other alcohol policies that they discuss.

In Edwards et al. (1994), the chapter on alcohol pricing points to the impacts of alcohol pricing on heavy drinkers, and the discussion of access to alcohol and effects of availability on consumption notes that these measures have been shown to impact alcohol-related problems. Nevertheless, difference by gender, age, socioeconomic status (SES), or cultural background are not noted. However, Edwards et al. (1994, pp. 140–141) report on controls that impact intoxicated persons or heavy consumers. Some years later, in Babor et al. (2010), there is frequent reference to differential impacts of alcohol policies (e.g., drinking and driving counter-measures and youth, and alcohol marketing and youth) likely indicating, in part, that the research base had expanded substantially in 16 years.

Some years ago Ashton et al. (1989) assessed how much alcohol tax was paid by 3,010 respondents to a New Zealand survey. They found that taxes account for less than 1% of household income for all income groups and did not constitute a substantial regressive burden on the lowest income groups, which tended to purchase less alcohol than those with higher incomes. Chaloupka, Grossman, and Saffer (2002) noted that price of alcohol influences consumption among youth and young adults: raising the price can reduce drinking and driving and a number of other alcohol-related harms. An earlier analysis by Grossman, Chaloupka, Saffer, and Laixuthai (1995), focusing on individual and state-level data sets between 1974–1989, found high price sensitivity among American youth.

The theme of differential impacts is also evident in Room (2002) and Mäkelä, Rossow, and Tryggvesson (2002) in their reviews of studies in the Nordic countries. Room (2002) provides an overview of differential impacts of changes in alcohol policies and natural experiments over a number of decades. In one chapter, Mäkelä et al. (2002) summarize 50 years of Nordic studies noting considerable heterogeneity in the findings and some common themes: heavier drinkers are more likely to be affected by policy changes than less frequent drinkers; less socially integrated drinkers are also more likely to be impacted. In an essay referring to the Nordic experiences in changes in alcohol policies Room (2004) notes that “the effect of policy changes on rates of alcohol-related health and social harms is often greater than the effect on the total consumption level” (50).

Methods

We focused on research published in the last 11 years (2005–2015) to keep the undertaking manageable and document the most recent research. We searched for relevant peer-reviewed publications (reviews and original articles) from 2005 to 2015 in multiple databases—PsycINFO, MEDLINE/PubMed, and Cochrane Reviews—using relevant MeSH terms and other descriptors for each database; these included alcohol drinking, alcoholism, alcoholic beverages, legislation and jurisprudence, prevention and control, and supply and distribution. Key words were used to build the research strategy; these included alcohol, drink*, price, tax, monopoly, hours of sale, days of sale, availability, access, alcohol control, outlet density, polic*, impact, and review. Since we included reviews and meta-analyses published from 2005 forward, some of the original studies synthesized in these reviews would have been published before 2005. Titles and abstracts were screened looking for studies that met our inclusion criteria—those that a) evaluated the impact of a change in alcohol pricing or alcohol availability (control system, outlet density, hours or days of sale); b) examined the impact of these policies on at least one of several sub-populations; and c) assessed impact on at least one of three outcomes: overall alcohol consumption of participants, high-risk drinking, or alcohol-related harms. Only English studies were included.

Results

Alcohol pricing and taxation.

The impacts of alcohol pricing have been a focus of numerous analyses (e.g., Brynes, Shakeshaft, Petrie, & Doran, 2013; Ludbrook, Holmes, & Stockwell, 2014; Seaman, Edgar, & Ikegwuonu, 2013; Stockwell et al., 2012, 2013). A common finding is that alcohol pricing or taxation was inversely related to consumption (Chaloupka et al., 2002; Gallet, 2007; Goodman, 2009; Patra, Giesbrecht, Rehm, Bekmuradov, & Popova, 2012; Wagenaar, Salois, & Komro, 2009).

Impacts by gender or SES: Herttua, Mäkelä, Martikainen, and Sirén (2008) and Helakorpi, Mäkelä, and Uutela (2010) examined the impacts of significant reductions in alcohol prices in Finland in 2004. Following this price change, moderate to heavy drinking increased mostly among women with lower education, while the highest increases in heavy episodic drinking among women were found among those with higher levels of education. Among men, both moderate to heavy drinking and heavy episodic drinking increased in the lowest education group.

Impacts by age: A number of studies have examined impacts of alcohol pricing on youth (e.g., Adams & Effertz, 2010; Baldwin, Stogner, & Miller, 2014; Chick, 2011; Grube & Nygaard, 2005; Jones & Barry, 2011; O’Mara et al., 2009; Paschall, Grube, & Kypri, 2009; Ponicki, Gruenewald, & LaScala, 2007; Rose, Smith, & Segrist, 2010). Xin and Chaloupka (2011) draw attention to the
in 2004–2005, after a reduction in alcohol prices, the rates in alcohol taxes in Denmark in 2003 and 2005. In Finland among youth aged 15 years and younger after a reduction in alcohol prices, Bloomfield et al. (2009) found a 26% increase in the number of acute alcohol intoxication hospitalizations with an increase in violence and trauma, and with an inverse relationship between price and the consumption of alcohol among adolescents and young adults. They also noted that raising prices of alcoholic beverages reduced heavy or chronic drinking among adults and postponed dependence (Xin & Chaloupka, 2011). Foster and Ferguson’s (2014) review, focusing mainly on college or high school populations, found that “preloading” was mainly motivated by price and achieving intoxication and associated with greater consumption, intoxication, and alcohol-related risks. Saffer and Dave (2006) examined alcohol price effects on adolescents, reporting that price effects are generally larger for females relative to males. Increasing drink prices and morning classes or other academic requirements may contribute to preventing heavy drinking among college students (Skidmore & Murphy, 2011). A small-scale experiment involving 81 Australian and 74 New Zealand college students found that social norms appeared to be stronger than price effects in both college groups (Parsons & Stephenson, 2013). Jones and Smith (2011) conducted focus groups with 85 participants, aged 16–25, in Australia and concluded that point-of-sale promotions involving price and volume discounts had a strong impact on youth in encouraging purchasing of increased volumes of alcohol.

Impacts by drinking patterns: A meta-analysis by Wagenaar et al. (2009) examined 112 studies and found 10 studies of the effects of alcohol prices or taxes on various indicators of heavy drinking. They report, “All but one study found an inverse effect, and eight of 10 studies found statistically significant effects at the study level” (p. 187).

Impacts by type of alcohol-related harm: Wagenaar, Tolber, and Konro (2010) and Xin and Chaloupka (2011), among others (Andréasson, Holder, Norström, Österberg, & Rossow, 2006; Diaz, Chaloupka, & Jernigan, 2015; Lhachimi et al., 2012; Razvodovsky, 2013), have examined the impacts of alcohol prices or taxes on alcohol-related harms. A systematic review by Wagenaar et al. (2010) identified 50 articles on the effects of alcohol tax and price policies on morbidity and mortality, including cirrhosis death rates, other chronic diseases, violence, suicide, traffic-related events and death, sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), and risky sexual behavior. Based on the studies that they reviewed, the authors concluded that doubling the alcohol tax would reduce alcohol-related mortality by an average of 35%, traffic crash deaths by 11%, STDs by 6%, violence by 2%, and crime by 1.4%.

Xin and Chaloupka (2011) identified an increase in taxes was associated with a decrease in fatal motor-vehicle crash rates, reduced prevalence of rape and robbery, decline in family violence among youth, and reduced prevalence of STDs. They found that a decline in prices was associated with an increase in violence and trauma, and with an inverse relationship with chronic disease and suicide rates.

Bloomfield et al. (2009) found a 26% increase in the number of acute alcohol intoxication hospitalizations among youth aged 15 years and younger after a reduction in alcohol taxes in Denmark in 2003 and 2005. In Finland in 2004–2005, after a reduction in alcohol prices, the rates for deaths from liver cirrhosis went up by almost half, while consumption increased only 10%, suggesting that the price decrease had the greatest impact on the heaviest drinkers (Mäkelä & Österberg, 2009).

Room et al. (2013) examined the impacts of a decrease in alcohol taxes in Denmark and Finland, using routine statistical register data and survey data for multiple years. While they found an increase in harm as measured by archival data, self-reported survey data did not show an increase in consumption or self-reported harms.

Lin and Liao (2014) examined alcohol harms in Taiwan from 1996 to 2010 using a data base on alcohol-attributable disease. During this time there was a tax rate increase (2002) and a decrease (2009). They found a significant decline in quarterly adjusted hospital inpatient charges following the 2002 tax increase.

Using autoregressive integrated moving average models, Saar (2015) examined the effect of alcohol excise taxes on traffic crashes involving intoxicated drivers in Estonia between 1998 and 2013. The author concluded that “changes in alcohol taxes explain a large part of the variation in traffic events” (p. 217).

Wagenaar, Livingston, and Staras (2015) focused on the effects of a 2009 increase in alcohol taxes across all types of beverages in Illinois on alcohol-related motor vehicle crashes. They used an interrupted time-series design with data for 104 months before and 28 months after the tax change. They found a 26% reduction in fatal motor-vehicle crashes, with similar changes among drivers with high levels of impairment, and a greater impact on drivers under age 30 than those 30 or older. In a parallel study (Staras, Livingston, Christou, Jernigan, & Wagenaar, 2014) focusing on an alcohol tax increase in Illinois, the authors found a 21% decrease in state-wide rates of gonorrhea, with significant reductions in non-Hispanic Blacks, especially those aged 25–29.

Finally, a research note by Zatoriskim, Sulkowski, Zatoński, Herboć, and Muszyńska (2015) points to the negative impacts on health linked to lowering of alcohol taxes in Lithuania (Grabauskas et al., 2009) and Finland (Mäkelä & Österberg, 2009). They note that a reduction in vodka prices in Poland was followed by a sharp increase in sales and yearly increase in mortality rates attributable to alcohol.

Availability – control system, outlet density, days and hours of sale

The impacts of these interventions have been reported in various analyses and reviews (Babor et al., 2010; Campbell et al., 2009; Fone et al. 2012; Hahn et al., 2010, 2012; Norström & Skog, 2005; Popova, Giesbrecht, Bekmuradov, & Patra, 2009; Vingilis, Mcleod, Mann, & Seeley, 2008; Yöruk, 2014). A systematic review by Stockwell and Chikritzhs (2009) assessed 49 unique studies that examined the impact of a change in on-premise trading hours. They concluded that there was reliable evidence that extending...
late-night trading hours lead to increased consumption and alcohol-related harms.

A recent systematic review (Gmel, Holmes, & Studer, 2015) examined 160 studies published between 2009 and 2014. While the authors found evidence of an association between alcohol outlet density and harm, they found little evidence of the causal direction and concluded that alcohol outlet density typically had little effect on individual-level alcohol use.

An analysis focusing on low- and middle-income countries (Cook, Bond, & Greenfield, 2014) used archival information on alcohol policies and survey data, noting that policies that regulated the physical availability of alcohol were the most consistent predictors of alcohol consumption, with greater restrictions associated with lower alcohol consumption. Kolosnitsysyn, Siddikov, & Khorkina (2014) used cross-sectional samples from the Russian Longitudinal Monitoring Survey to examine the impacts of a natural experiment involving variations in hours of sale. They concluded that restrictions in hours of sale, especially evening hours, were linked with lower consumption levels.

**Impacts by gender or SES:** From 1995 to 2004, Sweden saw a number of changes in alcohol policy that led to a relaxation of several existing laws around the availability of alcohol. Many of these changes led to greater access to less expensive alcohol products. During this period of transition, self-report survey measures indicated increasing Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) scores among women, a marker of higher-risk drinking patterns (Källmén, Wennberg, Berman, & Bergman, 2007).

**Impacts by age:** Policies that restrict the clustering of outlets may reduce the number of successful purchases by individuals under the legal drinking age (Gruenewald, 2011). In a quasi-experimental study, restricting alcohol availability led to a reduction in alcohol-related hospitalization rates among adolescents and young adults (Wicki & Gmel, 2011). Depending on the age group, hospitalization rates for alcoholic intoxication fell by an estimated 25–40% as the result of restricted alcohol availability.

**Impacts by drinking patterns:** Some studies have suggested that socially marginalized drinkers are more likely to be influenced by changes in alcohol availability than other drinkers (Livingston et al., 2007). This implies that changes to outlet density could markedly affect the consumption and long-term health problems of some population subgroups, sometimes without noticeable changes in population-level consumption estimates (Livingston et al., 2007). Later trading hours were found to be associated with increased consumption of high-risk alcoholic beverages (beverages with higher alcohol content) (Nordlund, 2010).

**Impacts by alcohol-related harm:** There is substantial international evidence indicating that increased physical access to alcohol is associated with a range of alcohol-related harms (Babor et al., 2003, 2010; Mann et al., 2005; McMillan & Lapham, 2006; Popova et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2012). Livingston et al. (2007) point to links between high alcohol outlet density and STI transmission, pedestrian injuries, child maltreatment, and neighborhood amenity issues. Livingston et al. (2007) also noted that clustering of outlets, increasing the number of bars or stores close to each other, is likely to increase violence as well as promote more aggressive marketing/pricing as outlets compete with one another. A recent systematic review of the international evidence from high-income countries reports that higher alcohol outlet density is associated with medical harms, injury, crime, and violence, including suicide (Campbell et al., 2009).

With partial privatization in the Canadian province of British Columbia, a sharp increase in the density of private off-sale outlets was associated with an increase in alcohol consumption and alcohol-related mortality (Stockwell et al., 2009, 2011). A natural experiment study conducted in Kansas, USA, between 1977–2011, examined the impact of an increase in access when 85 of 105 counties voted to legalize the sale of alcohol for on-premise consumption in the outlet (Anderson, Crost, & Rees, 2014). They reported a 10% increase in on-premise drinking establishments was associated with a 4% increase in violent crime.

However, deregulating alcohol sales and production in Japan did not appear to increase traffic fatalities and other traffic crashes in Japan (Desapriya et al., 2012). In the Canadian province of Alberta, privatization had a significant permanent effect (an increase) on the sale of spirits, but the effect was not large enough to significantly affect total sales, and there was no significant effect on the number of fatal motor vehicle traffic crashes (Trollidal, 2005).

In a time series analysis, Han, Shipp, and Gorman (2015) examined motor-vehicle crashes before and after the introduction of a large number of off-sale alcohol outlets in Lubbock, Texas, USA. The authors noted some weak effects on total crashes but no significant effects with regard to single vehicle night-time crashes, which served as an indicator for alcohol-involved crashes.

Other researchers looked at the impacts of hours and days of sales on violence. A Brazilian study looking at the effects of reducing the hours of sale for on-premise outlets on violence against women found that restricting the availability of alcohol late at night significantly reduced homicides against women (Dualibri et al., 2007). Rossow and Norström’s (2011) study used a quasi-experimental design across 18 cities. They found that each one-hour extension of closing hours was associated with a statistically significant increase of 4.8 assaults. Grönnquist and Niknami (2014) studied a natural experiment during the introduction of Saturday openings of Swedish alcohol retail stores in several counties in 2000. Using a combination of data sources they found an increase in alcohol use and crime that was associated with this change in alcohol policy.
A study in Newcastle, Australia (Kypri, McElduff, & Miller, 2014), using a pre-post design, examined the impacts of pulling back the pub closing time from 5:00 a.m. to 3:30 a.m. in 2008. They found a lower incidence of assaults 1–18 months after the policy change, which persisted for 19–60 months.

Using a quasi-experimental design, de Goeij, Veldhuizen, Buster, and Kunst (2015) examined the impact of extending closing times of alcohol outlets in areas of Amsterdam in April 2009. After the change, they found a larger increase in the level of alcohol-related injuries in the intervention than in the control areas. They concluded that a one-hour extension in some of the city’s downtown areas was associated with 34% more alcohol-related injuries.

A study by Marcus and Siedler (2014) assessed the impacts of banning the sale of alcohol between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. in off-premise outlets in the German state of Baden-Württemberg in 2010. An examination of monthly administrative records between 2007 and 2011 pointed to a 7% decline in alcohol-related hospitalizations among adolescents and young adults, as well as a decrease in hospitalizations due to violent assault.

However, different conclusions emerge from research by Humphreys and Eisner (2014) and Humphreys, Eisner, and Wiebe (2013). Focusing on the city of Manchester, UK, between 2004 and 2008, they did not find support for the hypothesis that staggering closing hours decreased violence nor for the alternative that increased alcohol availability resulted in increased violence.

Changes in access to alcohol have been linked with drinking and driving. Chikritzhs and Stockwell (2006) found an increase in motor vehicle crashes with an extension of closing hours in licensed premises in Western Australia. Controls on availability have been shown to be effective in reducing impaired driving. Both extending trading hours and lifting bans on Sunday alcohol trading led to increases in alcohol-related crashes and alcohol-related crash fatalities.

Mena, Sanchez, Gutierrez, Puyana, and Suffoleto (2014) examined aggregated daily counts of road traffic deaths in Cali, Colombia, from 1998 to 2008. Various levels of restrictive policies with regard to hours of sale were assessed, and the risk of motor vehicle crashes was lowest when the most restrictive policies were in effect.

In contrast, research by Green, Heywood, and Navarro (2014), focusing on extension of legal bar closing times in England and Wales, found that this change was associated with a decrease in traffic crashes, a decrease heavily concentrated among younger drivers. They note that this effect was most pronounced in the late nights and early mornings on weekends, times most directly affected by the liberalization.

Studies examining both alcohol prices and alcohol availability

We also came across research that focused on several policy measures. Two reviews focused on intimate partner violence (IPV) (Kearns, Reidy, & Valle, 2015; Wilson, Graham, & Taft, 2014) came to somewhat divergent conclusions. Wilson et al. (2014) focused on the period between January 1992 and March 2013. Overall, 21 studies were included. For studies on pricing, hours of sale, and outlet density there was weak evidence of impact on IPV. Kearns et al. (2015) examined 18 studies published between 1998 and 2013. They concluded that most studies of higher alcohol outlet density showed an association with higher IPV. There was limited evidence of an association between alcohol prices, or hours and days of sale, and IPV. Lippy and DeGue’s (2014) review concluded that alcohol pricing, privatization, and permissive licensing policies that increased access to alcohol were related to sexual behavior in the community or higher rates of sexual violence victimization.

Xuan et al. (2015) examined 29 alcohol policies in the United States between 2004 and 2009 and related them to survey-based binge drinking measures in adults from 2005–2010. Based on expert input, a higher policy score was considered to reflect effectiveness and implementation and was associated with lower adjusted odds of binge drinking. Alcohol taxes and outlet density accounted for approximately half of the effect magnitude observed for all policies.

Discussion

Our thematic review found evidence that pricing and availability have a differential impact on high-risk drinkers, youth, and certain forms of alcohol-related harm. An increase in alcohol prices was associated with a reduction in alcohol consumption and several types of harms, and a decrease in prices was associated with an increase in consumption and several types of harms. A decrease in alcohol availability was shown to reduce alcohol-related harm among youth (and other sub-populations) and an increase in alcohol availability was associated with an increase in alcohol consumption in some sectors of the population and an increase in several types of alcohol-related harms.

Alcohol policies with a harm reduction intention or potential do not only impact low-volume drinkers; these policies have demonstrated harm reduction potential among high-risk drinkers. On balance, the evidence is strongest with regard to youth and heavy drinkers. We found relatively few studies that examined the impact of policies on different ethnic and cultural groups (e.g., Montag, Clapp, Calac, Gorman, & Chambers, 2012), and further research is recommended on this important topic and also on differential impacts associated with SES (e.g., Ayyagari, Deb, Fletcher, Gallo, & Sindelar, 2013; Crawford et al., 2012; De Silva, Samarasinghe, & Hanwella, 2011).
Modeling Studies

A number of modeling studies were noted that projected differential impacts linked with demographic characteristics, drinking patterns, or type of alcohol-related harm (Anderson & Baumberg 2006; Hollingworth et al., 2006; Holm, Veerman, Cobiac, Ekholm, & Diderichsen, 2014; Holmes et al., 2014; Källmén et al., 2007; MacKillop & Murphy, 2007; Meier et al., 2009; Norström et al., 2010; Patra, Rehm, & Popova, 2011; Purshouse, Meier, Brennan, Taylor, & Rafia, 2010; Sharma, Vandenberg, & Hollingsworth, 2014; Sorripisarn, Shield, & Rehm, 2012; Stockwell et al., 2013). Change in prices or taxes was the primary or a central focus in these studies, indicating, for example, that an increase in alcohol prices was projected to contribute to a reduction in high-risk drinking or alcohol-related harm, whereas with a reduction in price, an increase in heavy drinking or alcohol-related harm was projected.

Further Research

Further work is recommended on several topics. Research might look at how policies might impact the social context and norms with regard to alcohol use. It might also focus on differential policy impact by ethnicity and SES in order to further the understanding of policy factors that target the drinking of these higher-risk groups.

Future research may also want to focus on alcohol’s harms to others and the impact pricing and availability policies have on those being harmed by other’s drinking, beyond the scattered literature we have noted above, mostly on violence. Policies that reduce high-risk drinking behavior are likely to also reduce harm to others from alcohol. In combination, these outcomes provide a strong case for the reduction of high-risk drinking behavior and norms with regard to alcohol use. It might also focus on differential policy impact by ethnicity and SES in order to further the understanding of policy factors that target the drinking of these higher-risk groups.

Future research may also want to focus on alcohol’s harms to others and the impact pricing and availability policies have on those being harmed by other’s drinking, beyond the scattered literature we have noted above, mostly on violence. Policies that reduce high-risk drinking behavior are likely to also reduce harm to others from alcohol. In combination, these outcomes provide a strong case for the reduction of high-risk drinking behavior and norms with regard to alcohol use. It might also focus on differential policy impact by ethnicity and SES in order to further the understanding of policy factors that target the drinking of these higher-risk groups.
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